Objective: To perform the first validation of a full procedural virtual reality (VR) robotic training module and analysis of novice surgeon's learning curves.
Introduction
There are a number of virtual reality (VR) robotic simulators commercially available. Basic VR modules have been well validated for these simulators thus far. This current simulator, the RobotiX Mentor ™ (3D systems; Simbionix Products, Cleveland, OH, USA) is a robotic surgery virtual reality simulator that has been developed to train surgeons for robotic surgery performed using the da Vinci Surgical System. The simulator platform consists of a height adjustable headset containing stereoscopic visors, free floating hand controls and adjustable foot pedals integrated into a single console. It has been proven by Whittaker et al. to be effective for training using the Fundamentals of Robotic Surgery (FRS) curriculum, a basic VR module. 1 With continued validation of robotic VR simulators, it is becoming increasingly recognised that VR simulation is integral to the surgical curriculum. 1, 2 Now, developments in VR technology have enabled production of full procedural VR training modules. Procedural modules can replicate a real-life environment with increasingly accurate anatomy. They have the potential to be used to develop cognitive skills, team and non-technical skills and more advanced technical skills that may not offered in basic VR modules.
Before implementing procedural VR modules into robotic urological training curriculum, their usefulness and accuracy need to be established. The aim of this prospective study was to validate this novel full procedural "Robotic Radical Prostatectomy module" and to assess the feasibility and acceptability of the modules into a training curriculum.
Material and Methods

Study design
This was a prospective, observational and comparative study that was conducted at King's College London, further with data collected at the European Association of Urology (EAU) hands-on-training (HOT) courses.
Participants
Subjects were categorised into 3 groups (novice, intermediate, and expert). Opinion is divided on the number of procedures required to reach proficiency in robotic prostatectomy. 3, 4 Experts were defined as having performed 50 cases or more independently. The intermediate group included subjects receiving surgical training who have performed up to 49 independent cases. The novice group was defined as having no previous operative experience.
Module
The Robotic Radical Prostatectomy module is comprised of 3 tasks representing key steps during a robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP):
1. Bladder neck dissection 2. Neurovascular Bundle Dissection (Nerve-Sparing)
Urethrovesical anastomosis
Successful completion of the neurovascular bundle dissection (nerve sparing) required advanced surgical and anatomical knowledge beyond that of the novice group. Therefore, it was excluded from the preliminary validation.
Process
The novice surgeons initially underwent basic robotic training based on 3 FRS tasks:
1. Ring Tower Transfer 2. Railroad Track
Vessel Energy Dissection
The training consisted of guiding the participant through the controls and teaching basic robotic skills. Intermediates and experts were offered the opportunity to use the familiarisation tasks prior to use of the procedural modules. No data was collected from the familiarisation tasks. All participants then performed the guided BND task followed by the guided UVA task. Post-completion of these tasks, experts and intermediates were asked to fill in a questionnaire assessing their experience, opinion on realism, importance, acceptability and feasibility of the modules and simulator. Novice surgeons went on to complete a mean 5.5-hour supervised training programme over 5 weeks that consisted of 1hour time slots. During each training session, participants performed each task in no particular order. The prostatectomy module was the only module participants were permitted to use during training. The study process is illustrated by Figure 1 .
Following completion of the tasks, experts and intermediates were asked to complete a questionnaire that assessed their perceived realism of the simulator in general like that of the da Vinci robot (including the controls and graphics etc.), and their view of the degree of realism of the bladder, urethra and prostate. A 5-point Likert scale was used to measure each included element, with 1 being "not similar", and 5 being "very similar".
Outcome measures and performance evaluation
After each task, the simulator produced a performance evaluation report, incorporating various generic and task-specific metrics. Between the two tasks there were 13 generic metrics in common: clutch usage, distance by camera, instrument collisions, number of movement of left instrument, number of movement of right instrument, number of times instruments are out of view, total time instruments are out of view, total path of instruments travelled, respect for tissue, path length of right instrument, path length of left instrument, suspected injury to the ureteral orifices and total time. In total, there were 24 metrics produced in the bladder neck task and 27 in the uerethrovesical anastomosis task.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted with JMP 13 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Differences between the groups were analysed using a Wilcoxon Each Pair test. Learning curve analysis was analysed using the Kruskal-Wallis test. Graphs were made with GraphPad Prism v5.03 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).
Results
45 participants completed the validation study. Demographics of each group are shown in Table 1 .
Both modules were scored highly in the post-training questionnaires. Mean scores for simulator controls, organs and overall experience can be seen in Figure 2 . Realism of the BND task was scored mean 3.44/5 and UVA task 3.74/5. When asked to score the importance of individual tasks in training for RARP, both tasks were scored highly with bladder neck dissection 4.32/5 and urethrovesical anastomosis 4.6/5. These results, along with the feasibility and acceptability of the RobotiX Mentor simulator and the results can be seen in Figure 3 . 
Bladder neck dissection technical performance
Experts performed better than the novice group in: time to complete the task, distance by camera, instrument collisions, percentage of cuts that were performed with optimal catheter positioning during posterior dissection, number of movements and path length of the 4 th arm. However, these differences did not reach significance.
Urethrovesical anastomosis technical performance
Experts performed better than novices in 13 metrics, of which 6 were statistically significant. Experts performed better than intermediates, who performed better than novice in 7 metrics. Of these 7 metrics, 2 were statistically significant between all groups: time taken to complete task and distance travelled by camera. There was a significant difference between experts and novices in several other metrics displayed in Table 2 .
Learning curves
The novice group completed an average of 5.5 hours of training using both procedural tasks. In the bladder neck task, a significance improvement in performance was seen in 11 metrics including time (p<0.0001), instrument collisions (p=0.0013), total time instruments were out of view (p=0.0251), path length of left (p=0.0038), number of movements with the left (p=0.0003), right (p=0.0002) and 4 th arm (p=0.0008) instruments. Path length for the right instrument was not significant (p=0.1170). Similar improvements over the course of training were seen for the UVA task for 13 metrics in total, of which some are illustrated in Figure 4 .
Discussion
We have performed the first validation of a full procedural VR training module for robotic surgery. The training modules were rated highly by surgeons for their anatomical accuracy and realism as well as their utility as training tools. The realism of the simulator controls scored highly, an observation that confirms the results published by Whittaker et al. 1 Surgeons were impressed with the realism of the graphics and when asked to rate the realism of the organs (bladder, urethra and prostate) they did so highly. We have proven construct validity for both BND and UVA tasks. For the UVA task, a significant difference was seen between expert and novice in 6 performance metrics, including both generic and task specific performance metrics. Further to this, a statistical improvement was seen among many performance metrics with training. Although the BND task was only able to show a significant difference between the experts and novice surgeons in number of movements of the 4 th arm (p=0.0393), novice surgeons showed a statistical improvement over 5.5 hours of training.
In several metrics, differences between groups of surgeons was not shown or was insignificant. For the BND task, the use of the guided modules may have been the reason for this. Some intermediates and experts questioned the computer's technique for the task and were hesitant to perform the task as per the instructions provided by the simulator. The novice group, with no operative experience, followed the instructions readily. This difference in technique may be a reason for some metrics not reaching significance in the BND task.
In the UVA task, experts grasped the tissue more than novice, but this did not reach significance (p=0.0833). However, the difference between intermediates and novices did (p=0.0173) despite the mean score for experts being higher. This may be due to the lower number of expert participants included in the study. Experts triggered the metric "suspected injury to the bladder" significantly more than the novice group for the UVA task (p=0.0093).
As experts were confident with their technique, this was often ignored during the task, however, novice surgeons were receptive to the metric and unlikely to trigger it again. This metric may need some revision by the developers to improve the accuracy of the task compared to the real-life procedure. Novice surgeons scored better than intermediate surgeons in "total time instruments are out of view" (p=0.046). This finding was unusual and can not be explained by the authors.
The novice group showed a significantly improved score in 13 performance metrics for the UVA task and 11 for the BND task over 5.5 hours of training. Some performance metrics were very specific, which meant that it was not applicable to the performance of the task. An example of this was "Suspected injury to the Neurovascular Bundle", where damage occurred so infrequently that this performance metric was not useful in terms of assessing a learning curve. This could be said for several others and therefore could be a reason significant improvement was not seen in a greater number of metrics. Of the metrics that showed a significant improvement, generally a step wise progressive improvement was observed after each attempt, even between attempt 5 and 6. Many of the curves have yet to plateau after 6 attempts. This was also observed in the BND task. This could suggest that novice surgeons could still benefit from continuing to use the module, having not fully developed the technical skills needed to complete the module.
VR robotic simulators are widely accepted in the literature through studies that have established face, content, construct, and predictive validity for basic VR modules. 1, [5] [6] [7] [8] However, there have been far fewer studies investigating procedural VR simulation despite modules existing in robotic hysterectomy, vaginal cuff closure, lobectomy and prostatectomy. Kang et al. 9 have shown face, content and construct, and Kim et al. 10 have shown concurrent and predictive validity for the "Tubes 3" module that simulates a urethrovesical anastomosis part of a RARP. This module differs to the "Tubes 3" module in that it this is the first robotic full procedural VR training module incorporating not only an anastomosis task but a BND task and neurovascular bundle dissection task available for individual and team training. This module also provides a number of additional metrics relating to the suture and approximation of tissue (defined as wound separation as a performance metric) for the UVA task in comparison to "Tubes 3". This module has scored highly regarding realism but like "Tubes 3", there were some comments made by surgeons regarding the realism of the module despite it being scored highly for both tasks and organs individually. Some described the tissue texture as "jelly like" and described "floating needles/sutures" for the UVA task. This could be another area for improvement for module designers.
In urology, basic VR has been adopted alongside other types of simulation to be included in a robotic training curriculum. 11 This curriculum prescribes the use of procedural simulation for training in robotic surgery and also suggests the need to break down operations into individual tasks. 11 The evidence from this study supports that this module could be used for procedural urology training to develop cognitive skills, but also task specific technical skills.
To fully understand the benefits of this procedural module, further investigation into the learning curve for intermediates and experts would be necessary. In doing so, the results may give more evidence to suggest where in the curriculum (i.e. what stage) trainee surgeons should be using this procedural module.
65% of intermediates and experts thought that simulation should be part of accreditation and/or (re)certification. There is potential use for this module and other procedural modules in accreditation for trainee robotic surgeons, for example, performing to a certain proficiency prior to performing on a real patient in the operating room. However, before this can happen, benchmarks and predictive validity must be established. Raison et al. 2 have shown that benchmarking can provide an objective target for trainee surgeons allowing a more efficient competency based curriculum. Further use and analysis of this module will provide data that can be used to develop benchmarks. Alongside this, further studies in robotic VR simulation should separate basic and procedural VR training in order to compare the effectiveness of each. This would allow the identification of what specific technical skills trainees develop from each type of VR, and provide evidence for when to implement each during surgical training to allow maximum skill development. It is important to mention that procedural VR modules not only allow the trainee to develop robotic surgical skills, but also allows the user to develop cognitive, team and non-technical skills. 12 This could be another area of potential research in the future, especially as this module provides team training applications.
There were a number of limitations that were identified in this study. The sample size, in particular expert robotic surgeons, was low. This was due to the limited number of robotic surgeons that were available to participate in this study. Although intermediate surgeon data was included from EAU HOT courses, further expert data from other institutions would make this analysis more robust. A further limitation was the wide variation of experience within both expert and intermediate groups. However, on closer analysis of the expert group, surgeons who had performed 50-120 independent robotic procedures (n=4) and surgeons who had performed >120 independent robotic procedures (n=4) were compared statistically. There was no significant difference when splitting the expert surgeons, and this therefore supports the use of ≥50 independent procedures as an expert definition.
Conclusion
We have established this novel procedural VR module for the RobotiX Mentor surgical simulator to be a valid training tool. Significant improvements with training for a group of novice surgeons was observed. Further studies investigating intermediates and expert surgeons learning curves and scores is essential to identify the benefits of this module for use in surgical curriculums. 
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